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Informatics and Management Science VI
Wenjiang Du 2013-02-20 The
International Conference on
Informatics and Management Science
(IMS) 2012 will be held on November
16-19, 2012, in Chongqing, China,
which is organized by Chongqing
Normal University, Chongqing
University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Nanyang Technological
University, University of Michigan,
Chongqing University of Arts and
Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is
to facilitate an exchange of
information on best practices for the
latest research advances in a range
of areas. Informatics and Management
Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire
solutions and methods drawing from
multiple disciplines including: ·
Computer Science · Communications and
Electrical Engineering · Management
Science · Service Science · Business
Intelligence
International Journal of Applied
Mathematics and Computer Science 2003
Informatics and Management Science II
Wenjiang Du 2016-05-01 The
International Conference on
Informatics and Management Science
(IMS) 2012 will be held on November
16-19, 2012, in Chongqing, China,
which is organized by Chongqing
Normal University, Chongqing
University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
international-journal-of-computer-science

University, Nanyang Technological
University, University of Michigan,
Chongqing University of Arts and
Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). Theobjective of IMS 2012 is
to facilitate an exchange of
information on best practices for the
latest research advances in a range
of areas. "Informatics and Management
Science "contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire
solutions and methods drawing from
multiple disciplines including:
Computer Science Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence Management Science
Service Science Business Intelligence
Service Science Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence Communications
and Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence Management Science
Service Science Business Intelligence
Service Science Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence Service Science Business
Intelligence Business Intelligence
Service Science Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence Business
Intelligence"
International Journal of Computer
Science, Systems Engineering and
Information Technology
International Journal of Computer
Vision and Image Processing, Vol 2
Muhammad Sarfraz 2012-10
Distributed simulation George W.
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Zobrist 1992
International Journal of Computer
Science & Management Systems
Computing and Combinatorics Donghyun
Kim 2020-08-27 This book constitutes
the proceedings of the 26th
International Conference on Computing
and Combinatorics, COCOON 2020, held
in Atlanta, GA, USA, in August 2020.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic COCOON
2020 was organized as a fully online
conference. The 54 papers presented
in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 126
submissions. The papers cover various
topics, including algorithm design,
approximation algorithm, graph
theory, complexity theory, problem
solving, optimization, computational
biology, computational learning,
communication network, logic, and
game theory.
International Journal of Computer
Science and Information Engineering
Applied Science and Technology Index
1915
International Journal of Foundations
of Computer Science 1998
Handbook of Research on New
Investigations in Artificial Life,
AI, and Machine Learning Maki K.
Habib 2022 "This book provides the
latest research, investigation, and
development in the area of living
systems intelligence, human-level
cognition & artificial systems,
nature and bioinspiration, machine
learning techniques, Deep Learning
techniques and applications, and
systems that exhibit intelligent
autonomous behavioral
characteristics"-International Journal of Information
Technology and Web Engineering
(IJITWE). Ghazi I. Alkhatib 2015
Intelligent and Knowledge-Based
Computing for Business and
Organizational Advancements Sasaki,
Hideyasu 2012-05-31 As organizations,
businesses, and other institutions
work to move forward during a new era
of ubiquitous modern technology, new
computing and technology
implementation strategies are
necessary to harness the shared
knowledge of individuals to advance
their organizations as a whole.
Intelligent and Knowledge-Based
Computing for Business and
international-journal-of-computer-science

Organizational Advancements examines
the emerging computing paradigm of
Collective Intelligence (CI). The
global contributions contained in
this publication will prove to be
essential to both researchers and
practitioners in the computer and
information science communities as
these populations move toward a new
period of fully technology-integrated
business.
APTIKOM Journal on Computer Science
and Information Technologies (CSIT)
Vol. 6 No. 1 March 2021 APTIKOM
Journal on Computer Science and
Information Technologies (CSIT)
2021-05-31 CSIT (APTIKOM Journal on
Computer Science and Information
Technologies) Published by APTIKOM &
Organized by Aptikom Publisher and
Pandawan. CSIT is published three a
year, every March, July, and
November.
Computer Systems Science and
Engineering 1988
International Journal of Software
Science and Computational
Intelligence Yingxu Wang 2010 The
latest developments in computer
science, theoretical software
engineering, cognitive science,
cognitive informatics, intelligence
science, and the crystallization of
accumulated knowledge by the
fertilization of these areas, have
led to the emergence of a
transdisciplinary and convergence
field known as software and
intelligence sciences International
Journal of Software Science and
Computational Intelligence (IJSSCI)
is a transdisciplinary, archived, and
rigorously refereed journal that
publishes and disseminates cuttingedge research findings and
technological developments in the
emerging fields of software science
and computational intelligence, as
well as their engineering
applications.
Cybernetic Revolutionaries Eden
Medina 2014-01-10 A historical study
of Chile's twin experiments with
cybernetics and socialism, and what
they tell us about the relationship
of technology and politics. In
Cybernetic Revolutionaries, Eden
Medina tells the history of two
intersecting utopian visions, one
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political and one technological. The
first was Chile's experiment with
peaceful socialist change under
Salvador Allende; the second was the
simultaneous attempt to build a
computer system that would manage
Chile's economy. Neither vision was
fully realized—Allende's government
ended with a violent military coup;
the system, known as Project
Cybersyn, was never completely
implemented—but they hold lessons for
today about the relationship between
technology and politics. Drawing on
extensive archival material and
interviews, Medina examines the
cybernetic system envisioned by the
Chilean government—which was to
feature holistic system design,
decentralized management, humancomputer interaction, a national
telex network, near real-time control
of the growing industrial sector, and
modeling the behavior of dynamic
systems. She also describes, and
documents with photographs, the
network's Star Trek-like operations
room, which featured swivel chairs
with armrest control panels, a wall
of screens displaying data, and
flashing red lights to indicate
economic emergencies. Studying
project Cybersyn today helps us
understand not only the technological
ambitions of a government in the
midst of political change but also
the limitations of the Chilean
revolution. This history further
shows how human attempts to combine
the political and the technological
with the goal of creating a more just
society can open new technological,
intellectual, and political
possibilities. Technologies, Medina
writes, are historical texts; when we
read them we are reading history.
Informatics and Management Science IV
Wenjiang Du 2012-12-06 The
International Conference on
Informatics and Management Science
(IMS) 2012 will be held on November
16-19, 2012, in Chongqing, China,
which is organized by Chongqing
Normal University, Chongqing
University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Nanyang Technological
University, University of Michigan,
Chongqing University of Arts and
Sciences, and sponsored by National
international-journal-of-computer-science

Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is
to facilitate an exchange of
information on best practices for the
latest research advances in a range
of areas. Informatics and Management
Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire
solutions and methods drawing from
multiple disciplines including:
Computer Science Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence
Handbook of Green Information and
Communication Systems Mohammad S.
Obaidat 2012-11-20 This book gives a
comprehensive guide on the
fundamental concepts, applications,
algorithms, protocols, new trends and
challenges, and research results in
the area of Green Information and
Communications Systems. It is an
invaluable resource giving knowledge
on the core and specialized issues in
the field, making it highly suitable
for both the new and experienced
researcher in this area. Key
Features: Core research topics of
green information and communication
systems are covered from a network
design perspective, giving both
theoretical and practical
perspectives Provides a unified
covering of otherwise disperse
selected topics on green computing,
information, communication and
networking Includes a set of
downloadable PowerPoint slides and
glossary of terms for each chapter A
‘whose-who’ of international
contributors Extensive bibliography
for enhancing further knowledge
Coverage includes: Smart grid
technologies and communications
Spectrum management Cognitive and
autonomous radio systems Computing
and communication architectures Data
centres Distributed networking Cloud
computing Next generation wireless
communication systems 4G access
networking Optical core networks
Cooperation transmission Security and
privacy Core research topics of green
information and communication systems
are covered from a network design
perspective, giving both a
theoretical and practical perspective
A ‘whose-who’ of international
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contributors Extensive bibliography
for enhancing further knowledge
International Journal of Technology
Diffusion, Vol 3 ISS 2 Zolait 2013-01
Computer Science in Sport Arnold Baca
2014-10-03 Computers are a
fundamentally important tool in sport
science research, sports performance
analysis and, increasingly, in
coaching and education programmes in
sport. This book defines the field of
‘sport informatics’, explaining how
computer science can be used to solve
sport-related problems, in both
research and applied aspects.
Beginning with a clear explanation of
the functional principles of hardware
and software, the book examines the
key functional areas in which
computer science is employed in
sport, including: knowledge discovery
and database development data
acquisition, including devices for
measuring performance data motion
tracking and analysis systems
modelling and simulation match
analysis systems e-learning and
multimedia in sports education
Bridging the gap between theory and
practice, this book is important
reading for any student, researcher
or practitioner working in sport
science, sport performance analysis,
research methods in sport, applied
computer science or informatics.
Handbook of Data Science Approaches
for Biomedical Engineering Valentina
Emilia Balas 2019-11-13 Handbook of
Data Science Approaches for
Biomedical Engineering covers the
research issues and concepts of
biomedical engineering progress and
the ways they are aligning with the
latest technologies in IoT and big
data. In addition, the book includes
various real-time/offline medical
applications that directly or
indirectly rely on medical and
information technology. Case studies
in the field of medical science,
i.e., biomedical engineering,
computer science, information
security, and interdisciplinary
tools, along with modern tools and
the technologies used are also
included to enhance understanding.
Today, the role of Big Data and IoT
proves that ninety percent of data
currently available has been
international-journal-of-computer-science

generated in the last couple of
years, with rapid increases happening
every day. The reason for this growth
is increasing in communication
through electronic devices, sensors,
web logs, global positioning system
(GPS) data, mobile data, IoT, etc.
Provides in-depth information about
Biomedical Engineering with Big Data
and Internet of Things Includes
technical approaches for solving
real-time healthcare problems and
practical solutions through case
studies in Big Data and Internet of
Things Discusses big data
applications for healthcare
management, such as predictive
analytics and forecasting, big data
integration for medical data,
algorithms and techniques to speed up
the analysis of big medical data, and
more
International Journal of Service
Science, Management, Engineering, and
Technology, Vol 3 Iss 4 Ahmad Taher
Azar 2013-02-01
International Journal of Grid and
High Performance Computing (IJGHPC).
Emmanuel Udoh 2015
Informatics and Management Science V
Wenjiang Du 2012-12-06 The
International Conference on
Informatics and Management Science
(IMS) 2012 will be held on November
16-19, 2012, in Chongqing, China,
which is organized by Chongqing
Normal University, Chongqing
University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Nanyang Technological
University, University of Michigan,
Chongqing University of Arts and
Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is
to facilitate an exchange of
information on best practices for the
latest research advances in a range
of areas. Informatics and Management
Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire
solutions and methods drawing from
multiple disciplines including:
Computer Science Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence
Advances in Data and Information
Sciences Mohan L. Kolhe 2020-01-02
This book gathers a collection of
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high-quality peer-reviewed research
papers presented at the 2nd
International Conference on Data and
Information Sciences (ICDIS 2019),
held at Raja Balwant Singh
Engineering Technical Campus, Agra,
India, on March 29–30, 2019. In
chapters written by leading
researchers, developers, and
practitioner from academia and
industry, it covers virtually all
aspects of computational sciences and
information security, including
central topics like artificial
intelligence, cloud computing, and
big data. Highlighting the latest
developments and technical solutions,
it will show readers from the
computer industry how to capitalize
on key advances in next-generation
computer and communication
technology.
International Journal of Computer
Science and Security
International Journal of Computer
Science and Software Technology
APTIKOM Journal on Computer Science
and Information Technologies (CSIT)
Vol. 4 No. 3 November 2019 APTIKOM
Journal on Computer Science and
Information Technologies (CSIT)
2021-05-31 CSIT (APTIKOM Journal on
Computer Science and Information
Technologies) Published by APTIKOM &
Organized by Aptikom Publisher and
Pandawan. CSIT is published three a
year, every March, July, and
November.
International Journal of Computer
Vision and Image Processing (Vol. 1,
No. 3) Muhammad Sarfraz 2011-01-01
International Journal of Computer
Vision and Image Processing, Vol 2
Iss 4 Sarfraz 2013-03-01
Internet of Things in Biomedical
Engineering Valentina E. Balas
2019-06-14 Internet of Things in
Biomedical Engineering presents the
most current research in Internet of
Things (IoT) applications for
clinical patient monitoring and
treatment. The book takes a systemslevel approach for both human-factors
and the technical aspects of
networking, databases and privacy.
Sections delve into the latest
advances and cutting-edge
technologies, starting with an
overview of the Internet of Things
international-journal-of-computer-science

and biomedical engineering, as well
as a focus on ‘daily life.’
Contributors from various experts
then discuss ‘computer assisted
anthropology,’ CLOUDFALL, and image
guided surgery, as well as bioinformatics and data mining. This
comprehensive coverage of the
industry and technology is a perfect
resource for students and researchers
interested in the topic. Presents
recent advances in IoT for biomedical
engineering, covering biometrics,
bioinformatics, artificial
intelligence, computer vision and
various network applications
Discusses big data and data mining in
healthcare and other IoT based
biomedical data analysis Includes
discussions on a variety of IoT
applications and medical information
systems Includes case studies and
applications, as well as examples on
how to automate data analysis with
Perl R in IoT
International Journal of Open Source
Software and Processes Stefan Koch
2011-05-01 The International Journal
of Open Source Software and Processes
(IJOSSP) publishes high-quality peerreviewed and original research
articles on the large field of open
source software and processes. This
wide area entails many intriguing
question and facets, including the
special development process performed
by a large number of geographically
dispersed programmers, community
issues like coordination and
communication, motivations of the
participants, and also economic and
legal issues. Beyond this topic, open
source software is an example of a
highly distributed innovation process
led by the users. Therefore, many
aspects have relevance beyond the
realm of software and its
development. In this tradition,
IJOSSP also publishes papers on these
topics. IJOSSP is a multidisciplinary outlet, and welcomes
submissions from all relevant fields
of research and applying a multitude
of research approaches.
International Journal of Computer
Science and Information Technology
Issues in Computer Science and
Theory: 2011 Edition 2012-01-09
Issues in Computer Science and Theory
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/ 2011 Edition is a
ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that
delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about
Computer Science and Theory. The
editors have built Issues in Computer
Science and Theory: 2011 Edition on
the vast information databases of
ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the
information about Computer Science
and Theory in this eBook to be deeper
than what you can access anywhere
else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed,
and relevant. The content of Issues
in Computer Science and Theory: 2011
Edition has been produced by the
world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research
institutions, and companies. All of
the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors
at ScholarlyEditions™ and available
exclusively from us. You now have a
source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
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Informatics and Management Science
III Wenjiang Du 2014-12-14 The
International Conference on
Informatics and Management Science
(IMS) 2012 will be held on November
16-19, 2012, in Chongqing, China,
which is organized by Chongqing
Normal University, Chongqing
University, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Nanyang Technological
University, University of Michigan,
Chongqing University of Arts and
Sciences, and sponsored by National
Natural Science Foundation of China
(NSFC). The objective of IMS 2012 is
to facilitate an exchange of
information on best practices for the
latest research advances in a range
of areas. Informatics and Management
Science contains over 600
contributions to suggest and inspire
solutions and methods drawing from
multiple disciplines including:
Computer Science Communications and
Electrical Engineering Management
Science Service Science Business
Intelligence
International Journal of Computer
Systems Science & Engineering 1996
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